
Marker Float Kit

This Marker Float system can be deployed and retrieved using a radio
controlled boat. Firstly, find  out the  depth of  the water  where you intend
to  use the marker  and measure a length of  line  adding two or three feet
onto the depth. Then  fasten one  end  of  the  line to the float, around the
centre section, and the other end of the line to the weight supplied.

Wind the line around the centre section of the  float until there is only a
couple  of  centimetres of line left. This is  now ready to take out, using the
boat, and drop just beyond the position where you intend to fish.

At the end of your fishing session, when you wish to retrieve the
marker float, tie  approximately 1 metre  of line to the treble (supplied) and
the other end to the plastic clip (supplied) and attach the clip to the boat.
Drag the treble out behind the boat. When the boat arrives at the position

where the float is, just  manoeuvre  the  boat  past  the  float and the treble
will pick up the line and drag the float and weight back to the bankside.
If the line is nor picked up by the treble, circle the float at different speeds

until  the  pick up is completed. If you are fishing a weedy water then it is a
good idea the fix the  treble to an   extra rod. Take out the treble in the boat
and circle the marker as described, once  you  are happy that the boat has
circled  the  marker line, open  the  hoppers, and retrieve the marker using
the rod. This will ensure that  the  weight  trailing  through  the  water does
not tangle in the wed and the boat is not struggling to free itself.
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